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Mandatory Equipment 

 AAD 

 Visual Altimeter 

 Audible for any freefly and tracking jumps 

No Jumpsuit 

 Minimum 50 jumps in logbook 

Full Face Helmet 

 Minimum A LICENCE + TRAINED TO USE IT 

JUMPING WITH CAMERA (of any kind) 

 Cameras can only be worn with minimum 200 jumps in logbook 

 DZ checks camera helmet – cutaways highly recommended 

FORMATION SKYDIVING - Low experience people jumping together  

 Minimum 5 coached jumps in logbook to make 2 ways with 
someone of the same experience or more 

 Logbook must show proof of competency of FS skills to match 
the level of jump CCI discretion regarding 3ways and bigger – 
FS1 course recommended 

FREEFLY (inc.backflying) - Low experience people jumping together  

 Minimum 1 coached jump in logbook to solo 
backfly/freefly/tracking jumps 

 Minimum 10 coached jumps in logbook to make 2 ways with 
someone of higher experience 

 Logbook must show proof of competency of FF skills to match 
the level of jump 

FREEFLY/TRACKING (follow the rules in the hangar) 

 Audible altimeter mandatory for all Freefly /Tracking jumps. 

 1 coaching jump (and cleared by the coach) is mandatory 
before first solo Freefly /Track 

 25-50 jumps max 2 way included the leader 

 51-100 jumps max 3 way included the leader 

 101-150 jumps max 4 way included the leader 

 151-200 jumps max 5 way included the leader 

 Maximum 2 tracking groups per load (not including WS) and 
the Tracking direction is always North. 

 Tracking leader must be Belly to Earth and identified to 
manifest and take responsibility for the jump 

WINGSUIT First-jump Course 

 200 jumps in the previous 18 months in logbook and track 
experience 

 Track suit 100 jumps and track experience and briefed by ws 
coach 

 

WINGSUIT General 

 200 jumps in logbook with proof of previous wingsuit jumps 

 Wingsuitermust have their phone with them with the number of 
the dz office +34 687 726 303  

 Maximum 2 WS Groups per flight 

 Fly bys  and XRW are not allowed 

 Wing suit rodeo must be cleared by Safety officer 

SKYSURF (DZ has no boards to rent) 

 Min. 500 jumps in logbook, with 200 in previous 18 months 

 Proof of min. 10 jumps on the board in previous 6 months 

TUBE JUMPS (not always available at DZ) 

 Discretion of Chief Instructor nominated DZ Freefly coach 
regarding jumpers abilities 

 Jumper uses a DZ tube at their own risk and is responsible to 
cover cost if lost or damaged 

 Inflatables are not allowed 

 Skyballsmust be pre-authorised, Safety Officer decision is final 

EXIT ORDER in general: 

1st Tracking 

2st FS groups; big to small 

3rd FF groups; big to small 

4th Tracking 

5th High Pullers and solo students 

6th AFF students with instructors 

7th Tandems 

8th Wingsuits /Track suit/ Tracking groups if necessary 

If you are the designated Jump Master of the load and are unsure of the 
exit order, please always ask advice from the Chief Instructor or any DZ 
instructor available to you. 

CANOPY FLIGHT 

 Approach area always from the North, swoopers included 

 Low turns are dangerous and not allowed 

 No spiral turns allowed below 1500 FT ( 500 MT) 

 After opening turn 90° from jump run until you see the next 
group opening 

 
RESERVE REPACK CYCLES 

Reserve repack cycles is based on the qualification and federation of the 
person who packed it eg. 6 months BPA (UK), 180 days FAA (US), 12 
months DFV (GER), 12 months FPPQ (Portugal)

 


